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TICKET PRICE: 20.000 LBP (week days) / 30.000 LBP (Saturday)
FESTIVAL PASS: 60.000 LBP / TICKETS SOLD AT THE DOOR
IRTIJAL HOTLINE: 76 811 304 / FULL PROGRAM AT www.irtijal.org

Wednesday April 2 - BEIRUT ART CENTER (Jisr El-Wati) - 8:30PM
Carte BlanChe TO NICOLAS ROyER-ARTUSO (ca)
OSMAN ARABI GUITAR SOLO (lb)
THE PITCH (dE/no/nl)

Thursday April 3 - METRO AL-MADINA (Hamra) - 8:30PM
MAyAS/FALB/BUCK/KERN (dE/au/at)
WORMHOLES & HOyE (lb/fr/bE)
MEHDI HADDAB W/ BASHAR FARRAN & FOUAD AFRA (dz/lb)

Friday April 4 - BEIRUT ART CENTER & ASHKAL ALWAN (Jisr El-Wati) - 8:30PM
IRTIJAL INVITES ‘LA VOIx EST LIBRE’ (fr)
M.A.D (at/it)

Saturday April 5 - yUKUNKUN (GEmmayzEH) - 8:30PM
TELEPOETIC (EG)
SCRAMBLED EGGS + JEAN-FRANçOIS PAUVROS (lb/fr)
PRAED (lb/cH)
MUNMA (lb)
RADIOKVM (lb)
SHACKLETON (uk)

PROGRAM OVERVIEW



founded in 2000, Irtijal is 
presently the oldest music 
festival of the city of beirut, and 
one of the longest standing 
international festivals of 
post-war lebanon. irtijal is 
organized by MILL, a non-profit 
association founded in 2000 by 
musicians mazen kerbaj and 
sharif sehnaoui, with the intent 
of promoting contemporary 
and experimental practices in 
music, and assisting projects 
that do not fit within the 
lebanese mainstream, yet 
still present undeniable artistic 
value.

the 20th century has witnessed 
a strong worldwide spread of 
new and alternative musical 
styles, which in turn constitute 
an important aspect of the 
historical evolution of music 

as an art form. mill was 
created to boost and support 
these practices in lebanon: 
free improvisation, free jazz, 
contemporary classical music, 
post-rock, experimental 
electronic music, sound-art as 
well as many other attempts 
to explore new and uncharted 
territories in sound.

With a keen eye on these 
practices, irtijal is a yearly 
meeting that focuses on 
presenting works by both local 
and foreign artists, all the 
while encouraging interaction 
between them. the festival 
does not confine itself to 
any specific style of music, 
but rather encourages an 
experimental and innovative 
approach to each and every 
genre it showcases.

over the past 14 years irtijal 
has inscribed itself as the 
main annual event for new 
and innovative music in the 
lebanese artistic scene, and 
is rightly considered as the 
largest structure of its kind in 
the arab world.

for the current edition, we have 
opted for a small yet packed 
program, featuring both new 
artists and festival regulars, 
inviting musicians and audience 
on a 4-day journey into sound, 
boosting interaction and new 
encounters. a major event is 
the presence of a festival within 
the festival: La Voix Est Libre, 
curated by blaise merlin, an 
artistic platform that advocates 
multi-disciplinary approaches, 
including music, dance and 
poetry. 



Carte Blanche to Nicolas Royer-Artuso

nicolas royer-artuso is a 
linguist, musicologist, oud player, 
violinist and music teacher from 
canada. following studies in 
classical western music, jazz and 
electro-acoustic composition, 
he decided to devote himself 
to maqam, studying in morocco, 
tunisia, syria and turkey. a 
key aspect of his musical work 
is the theoretical and practical 
use of ‘heterophony’. royer-
artuso is a founding member 
of theater-oriented political 
collective nü.kolektif, for which 
he composes, co-directs, plays 
and acts. He lives in istanbul, 
and is an active contributor to the 
city’s traditional music and free 
improvisation scenes.

Wednesday April 2 - BEIRUT ART CENTER
Nicolas Royer-Artuso oud, violin / Paed Conca clarinet / Omar Dewachi oud / Béchir Saadé nay / 
Jad Saliba oud 



A unique figure in the international 
noise and industrial music scenes, 
osman arabi is a composer, 
producer and sound designer from 
tripoli, lebanon. His work brings 
forth images of desolate industrial 
landscapes and shamanistic rites, 
and encompasses such genres 
as dark ambient, industrial, tribal, 
psychedelic, electro-acoustic, 
power electronics and noise. 
arabi’s numerous projects include 
seeker, kafan, Veinen, shamanic 
death trance, the ritual inclusion 
of code, harsh electronics 
outfit 20.SV, and nihilist Dutch 
collective stalaggh. the music 
released by his label, obscure 
abominations, echoes the works 
of artists such as sun o))) and 
demdike stare.

OsMAN ARABI sOlO
Wednesday April 2 - BEIRUT ART CENTER
Osman Arabi electric guitar

Photo: tanya traboulsi



ThE PITCh

formed in berlin in 2009, the Pitch is an 
experimental music quartet that explores the 
tension between tone, pitch, duration and rhythmic 
interplay. relying on bass-patterned structures 
and prescribed pitch combinations, the Pitch 
creates what the four musicians refer to as ‘liquid 
music’. improvisation is an important element in 
their music, used as a generative device within 
specific shapes, structures and ideas. The four 
musicians’ combined experience in improvised 
music and sound-art makes the Pitch an 
ideal starting point for new ideas in collective 
composition, and for the execution of conceptually 
grafted, open-form pieces. they have created a 
personal musical language and a body of work 
ranging from quartet music to extended, large-
scale ensemble pieces, involving guest musicians 
and further conceptual elements.

Wednesday April 2 - BEIRUT ART CENTER
Michael Thieke clarinet / Boris Baltschun harmona / Koen Nutters double-bass /
Morten J. Olsen drums



the concerts of day 1 will be preceded by the launch of two new releases:

Lebanese sound artist Nadim Mishlawi’s first music album, Works, a beautifully packaged triple-cd 
collector box-set. the artist will be present at beirut art center starting 8pm, to sign copies of his 
album, which is a joint release from annihaya and totem recordings 

Trace, a collaboration between prolific British musician Mike Cooper and Australian musician Chris 
abrahams (from famed trio the necks), the newest release from lebanese improv label al maslakh

Wednesday April 2 - BEIRUT ART CENTER



this improvising quartet is the brainchild of Hans 
falb, the curator of the illustrious konfrontationen 
music festival in nickelsdorf, austria. falb is 
famous for his work with turntables, where he 
utilizes samples of recordings from sun ra, the 
art Ensemble of chicago and other excerpts from 
his extensive collection of rare and seminal free 
jazz records, to create a new, fragmented musical 
idiom, irreverent of time, space and pre-established 
conventions. for this edition of irtijal, he is 
collaborating with festival regulars magda mayas 
and tony buck, respectively on piano and drums, 
as well as didi kern, an austrian drummer equally 
at ease in the genres of electronic music, post-rock 
and free jazz.

MAyAs/FAlB/BuCk/kERN
Thursday April 3
METRO AL-MADINA
Magda Mayas piano / Hans Falb turntables / Tony Buck drums / Didi Kern drums

Photo: tanya traboulsi



WORMhOlEs & hOyE
Thursday April 3
METRO AL-MADINA

this concert is an exceptional meeting between two 
similar projects that incorporate drawing and electric 
guitar: frenchmen Vincent fortemps and Jean-
françois Pauvros from trio Hoye, and lebanese 
improvisers sharif sehnaoui and mazen kerbaj, 
pillars of the free jazz community in lebanon and 
founders of the irtijal festival.

kerbaj and sehnaoui have been collaborating since 
the late 90s, and their project Wormholes, a natural 
progression of their musical pursuits, first saw the 
day in 2009. since then they’re toured the project 
repeatedly, in venues and festivals in canada, 
france, Germany, switzerland and turkey, among 
others.

fortemps’s style and technique are reminiscent of 
the world of comic books, a medium he has worked 
in for many years, before joining trio Hoye in 2002. 
Pauvros has composed music for films, theater 
and dance performances, and has collaborated 
with some of the leading figures of contemporary 
improvised music.

Vincent Fortemps
drawing
Mazen Kerbaj
drawing
Jean-François Pauvros
electric guitar
Sharif Sehnaoui
electric guitar

This concert is a joint 
venture between 
La Voix Est Libre and Irtijal

Photo: Vincent Josse and amelia cavarzan



an unprecedented occasion to witness oud virtuoso mehdi Haddab 
in close interaction with two renowned musicians from beirut’s scene, 
bashar farran and fouad afra, both members of electronic/noise trio 
dnb Project.

born to a kabyle father and a french mother, mehdi Haddab 
grew up in algeria and burundi, and studied music with arab and 
Turkish masters. The music he creates nowadays is a reflection of 
these multiple influences; a virtuoso oud player, he has gone as 
far as modifying his instrument and ‘electrifying’ it. Haddab is the 
founder of Ekova, with american vocalist dierdre dubois and iranian 
percussionist Arash Khalatbari; and DuOud, with Tunisian musician 
smadj. in 2006, he launched speed   caravan, a ‘world music’ project 
featuring musicians rachid taha and rodolphe burger, among 
others. 
This concert is a joint venture between La Voix Est Libre and Irtijal

Mehdi haddab 
w/ Bashar Farran 
& Fouad Afra

Thursday April 3
METRO AL-MADINA
Mehdi Haddab electric oud
Bashar Farran electric bass
Fouad Afra drums



intended as a celebration of individual freedom and a cry of revolt 
against the societal cleavage of genres and human identities, ‘la 
Voix Est Libre’ is a collective that gathers both creative and scientific 
minds, bent on shedding light on a world in constant mutation. it is at 
once a collision of genres and a fertile breeding ground for various 
disciplines, harboring artists and thinkers from different corners of the 
globe. 
in 2013, ‘la Voix Est libre’ brought together voices as varied as 
chinese dissident poet and musician liao yiwu, martinican writer 
Patrick chamoiseau, playwright Valère novarina, hip-hop artist 
casey, dancer kaori ito and russian liberal poet daniil Harms, for a 
series of European concerts.
Ever ready for takeoff, ‘la Voix Est libre’ reaches lebanon’s 
shores and the irtijal festival equipped with a transcultural, multi-
disciplinarian program, showcasing acrobatics and sonorous tubes, 
modern dance and free improvisation, vocal inventions and freeform 
slamming, to name but a few!

IRTIjAl INVITEs
‘lA VOIx EsT lIBRE’
Friday April 4
BEIRUT ART CENTER
& ASHKAL ALWAN
Jörg Müller tubes  
Peter Corser saxophone 
Marlène Rostaing dance  
Médéric Collignon trumpet 
Philippe Gleizes drums 
With special guest Osloob 
from Katibe Khamseh

These concerts are a joint 
venture between 
La Voix Est Libre and Irtijal 



La Voix Est Libre



Michael Fischer is an Austrian saxophone and violin player, prolific 
in the genres of improvised music, noise and sound art. following 
formal studies in jazz and a brief stint in composition, he turned to 
free jazz at first and, after working with William Parker and Denis 
charles in new york in 1997-1998, to improvisation.
alessandro Vicard was born in sicily, and began playing radical 
improvised music in 1994, following studies in classical and 
contemporary music, jazz, and composition. He has worked with 
composers and visual artists such as barre Phillips, steve Potts, 
Peter Greenaway and saskia boddeke, among others. 

M.A.D 

Friday April 4
ASHKAL ALWAN
Michael Fischer saxophone
Alessandro Vicard double-bass
Didi Kern drums

austrian-born didi kern started 
playing the drums in marching 
bands, before becoming a full-
fledged musician equally at ease 
in the genres of techno, rock and 
improvised music. kern is known 
for his contributions to bands 
such as Bulbul and Fuckhead; 
he is the founder of broken Heart 
collector, and has collaborated 
with musicians such as Philipp 
Quehenberger, ken Vandermark 
and mats Gustafsson.

Photo: markus Gradwohl



a shining star of the Egyptian underground music scene, telepoetic was 
formed in 2006 in alexandria by mohamed desouky. mining a particular 
stream of post-rock and experimental electronica, the trio’s instrumental 
music is a combination of deformed audio and melodic improvisations, 
built over acoustic constructions. the band has performed in many 
music festivals in recent years, including the 100live Electronic music 
and d-caf festivals in cairo.

TElEPOETIC
Saturday April 5
yUKUNKUN 

Ahmed Saleh electric guitar, electronics
Mohamed Desouky electric bass
Amir Rizk drums



formed in 1998, scrambled 
Eggs are one of the oldest and 
most prolific rock groups in 
lebanon today. they released 
five albums and EPs between 
2002 and 2008, as well as two 
soundtracks for Lebanese films 
A Perfect Day and Je Veux 
Voir. these were followed in 
2010 with two releases for 
lebanese experimental post-
rock label Johnny kafta’s kids 
menu, as well as a compilation 
of unreleased tracks for 
independent label ruptured. 

sCRAMBlED EGGs
& jEAN-FRANçOIs PAuVROsSaturday April 5

yUKUNKUN
Charbel Haber electric guitar
Fadi Tabbal electric guitar
Tony Elieh electric bass
Malek Rizkallah drums 
+ Jean-François Pauvros 
electric guitar

rightly considered as a monument of post-rock since the 80s, Jean-
françois Pauvros is well-known for pushing the boundaries of his 
instrument and for his epic live sets, where fury and dexterity go hand 
in hand with poetry and black humor.
This concert is a joint venture between La Voix Est Libre and Irtijal

Photo: tanya traboulsi



PRAED Saturday April 5
yUKUNKUN
Raed yassin synthesizer, double-bass, vocals
Paed Conca clarinet, electric bass, electronics

PraEd is the duo of swiss 
musician Paed conca and 
lebanese artist/musician raed 
yassin. With three releases to 
date and six years of musical 
and artistic collaboration, the 
duo experiments with a complex 
and vast terrain of sonic/musical 
influences and geographies. 
conca and yassin fabricate 
a soundscape composed of 
dislocated audio fragments: 
shades of jazz, bits and pieces 
of popular arabic music, radio 
material and excerpts from 
Egyptian movie soundtracks, 
sound traces from Japanese and 
European tours are some of the 
many features of their elaborate 
pieces, combined with their own 
instrumental combo of electric 
bass, clarinet, electronics, 
synthesizers and double-bass.

Photo: tanya traboulsi



constantly busy absorbing, 
analyzing and trying to reproduce 
in his own manner the ambient 
sounds surrounding him, sary 
moussa started crafting his own 
melodies under the moniker 
radiokvm in 2008. collaborating 
closely with other like-minded 
lebanese electronic producers, 
such as okydoky and munma, 
radiokvm has released several 
remixes and original tracks 
for label compilations, and 
composed soundtracks for short 
films as well as theatre and 
dance performances. His first 
full-length album, Clones, will be 
released by ruptured in 2014.

RADIOkVM
Saturday April 5
yUKUNKUN
Sary Moussa
laptop, electronics

Photo: tanya traboulsi



MuNMA Saturday April 5
yUKUNKUN
Jawad Nawfal laptop, electronics

Jawad nawfal is a pioneer of 
lebanon’s dance/electronic 
scene. starting out as a dJ 
and event promoter in the late 
90s, he eventually moved on 
to production and composition 
in the early 2000s, forming live 
electronic duos ae_Quo and aEX 
with lebanese musician Victor 
bresse. nawfal created munma 
in the aftermath of israel’s war 
on Lebanon in 2006; this project 
explores oriental harmonies and 
rhythmical patterns, with a strong 
reliance on sampled traditional 
musical beds and excerpts from 
politicians’ recorded speeches. 
between 2006 and 2013, munma 
released three EPs and two 
full-length albums, as well as 
collaborations with lebanese 
electronic musician liliane chlela 
and hip-hop artist El rass.

Photo: tanya traboulsi



shACklETON
Saturday April 5
yUKUNKUN
Sam Shackleton laptop, electronics

sam shackleton, born in lancashire and now a 
resident of berlin, is one of the most intriguing 
and consistently interesting producers to have 
emerged during the early rise of the dubstep scene. 
immensely productive, he is considered one of the 
pioneers of the darker and more tribal trends within 
dubstep, running the now-defunct label skull disco 
from 2005 to 2008, alongside producer and close 
friend laurie ‘appleblim’ osborne. shackleton is 
renowned for producing unusual sounds, atypical 
of Dubstep; he often circumvents the familiar drum 
tropes of the genre for african percussion and 
samples of ethnic vocals, combined with massive, 
wobbling sub-bass, and elements of four to the floor, 
basic channel-style dub techno. some of his tracks 
carry a strong Muslimgauze influence. He launched 
the label Woe to the septic Heart! in 2010.
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14th INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL FOR EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC IN LEBANON

is organized by:

with the support of:


